You can check out the NABP website at: http://www.nabp.net

Another site to purchase the drug. Web sites that do not provide a U.S. phone number and address as the states, have the authority to regulate and/or enforce laws related to online drug sales.

Partner with Federal and State Bodies and other Organizations. Several federal agencies, as well include adverse side effects from inappropriately prescribed medications, dangerous drug.

Under federal and state law, generally a patient must be physically examined by a licensed health

"While the growth in online drug sales by reputable pharmacies is a trend that can benefit

agencies and regulatory bodies to more effectively address illegal Internet sales.

The sale or dispensing of a prescription drug without a valid prescription; and,

imported products that appear to violate the personal import policy. Individuals importing such
effectiveness concerns. Any shipments coming from the company or address on this F.D.A. alert be detained by the F.D.A. or the U.S. Customs Service.

The F.D.A. does not allow the importation and medically unsupervised use of foreign versions of foreign countries do not meet this F.D.A. criteria as an approved medication. Therefore these

controlled substances, and (among other

The Anabolic Steroids Control Act of 1990 is the principal mode of federal law relating to

drugs, vitamins, supplements, and pharmaceuticals like tamoxifen citrate, HCG, and clomiphene
european countries allow the sale of A.A.S.'s over the counter (OTC) without a physician's

For the most part, A.A.S.'s are controlled substances. This means that they are only available

European countries allow the sale of A.A.S.'s over the counter (OTC) without a physician's

http://www.fda.gov

For Americans,

Since laws are constantly changing however, it would be a good idea if you had a basic

drug laws, drug acts, government home pages, law enforcement pages, and similar related topics.

If you would like to learn more about your countries legal status on A.A.S.'s, then we encourage
your calves in between the two pairs of socks. Next apply duct tape or even Reynold's wrap around this method several times per week which would translate into 60-90 smuggled amps each week.

The first problem is brought on by the uncomfortable procedure of walking with a cowboy boot as a smuggling felony.

with your favorite tabs in ziplock bags, numerous amps, or 10 cc multi use vials. By the sides of sterile. You should not attempt to inject these steroids in their present state or you are risking free.

as trembling or sweating, he will not have any reason to take a closer look and you will be home.

tan oil bottle. Then place a small piece of plastic wrap around the threads of the sun tan oil carry). Break open 100 or so amps of your favorite Mexican steroid and pour the amps into the sun and out of sight. If the bottle moves around in your pants, you may want to use some double sided spandex shorts. These shorts will keep whatever anabolics you choose to be held close to your body.

is extremely effective for smuggling moderate amounts of steroids for personal use. This is not a border often with 850 clenbuterol tablets inside a large aspirin bottle in his crotch. This method park your vehicle as far away from the pharmacy as is feasible.

questions which can further complicates things if one or more of your passengers stammers when back, you should be fine.

cavity search. As long as you don't show bulges in unlikely places like your abdomen or lower

stomach.

duty on them and they take a closer look. Secondly, you will only be frisked if you appear to have tranquilizer and anxiety medication Xanax can be effective at reducing nervousness.

Getting through customs can be extremely nerve wracking when returning from abroad. Relax and do that won't command a lot of attention.

Flying and Land Border Secrets:

your person. The problem is that when the suitcase goes through customs, it is inspected with an x-

if you have a lot of tabs or are wearing too little clothes to sufficiently hide your stash on

find illegal merchandise in your luggage, are alerted by a dog or X-ray, or they feel your

stomach.

Fortunately, if any officer sees you sweating, they may ask you to step aside for a short

prescription

back, your appearance, actions, supply of steroids. Driving across is far more risky than walking through the pedestrian lanes.

Presuming you and a female friend are crossing the border with gear, make sure you are in the drivers seat (to help hide as much of you as possible from the inspectors vision and so his view

by letting people/cars through faster.

splitting up in the line. I know of one couple where the guy went first and his girl followed a significant other with you also increases your chances of getting through without hassles.

DON'T DRAW ATTENTION TO YOURSELF! Probably the most important thing you can do is dress up to look

the hair grow back on the exposed parts your arms! Law enforcement officers are trained to pick up

through customs.

The Internet site is:

There is however one Internet site that can guide you through a purchase of legitimate veterinary steroids. The first service is a batch number identification page. As each new batch of steroids

5)       Testus-100 (100 mg Testosterone Suspension) 20cc by Jurox*

4)       Stanazolic (50 mg Stanazolol) 20cc by Troy Labs

3)       Denkadiol (75 mg Methandriol Dipropionate) 10cc by Troy Labs

The Internet site is:

Unfortunately even these veterinary steroids are often counterfeited.

The most popular U.S. drug company available in Mexico is Steris pharmaceuticals. A little known fact whenever possible, pay with your pharmaceuticals using only U.S. currency. It is no secret that profit selling under dosed or bogus steroids than they will from selling the genuine drug. This purchase anabolics is by vacationing to a country that sells these products over the counter. For

In all likelihood, it is best to avoid any pharmacy discussed in the old Muscle Media 2000 language will aid you more than you may think. Practice some of the words and phrases you will

have also been mentioned in MM2K. Eurocare is now closed.
Again, always start off by placing a small test order. This will tell you their service, packing most of you have probably learned the hard way, counterfeits come in two varieties. Most contain counterfeit. A counterfeit steroid is one that is made to look like a legitimate anabolic steroid, source gets busted or takes your money and just sends you counterfeit anabolics.

Contact Info:

Jenna J. Comp. services
is made through Western Union or cash to a PO box in Miami, Florida.

E-Mail: maxrep@hotmail.com

Contact Info:

VIPER
E-Mail: la.mrs1997@berlin.de

Contact Info:

Associated Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Carries many smart drugs and GHB/ no anabolic steroids
Fax #: 44 171 499 3417

Contact Info:

72 New Bond Street,
Telephone #: 011-525-254-8013

Contact Info:

Col. Planco MEXICO 5
Mercantil Farmaceutica Patria
Contact Info:

Biorica. S.K.
Fax #: 011 495 006 24319

Contact Info:

Laboratoris Bial Portela & Co. Ltd.
Portugal
2750 Cascais
Apartado 192
Phone #: 01 / 211 24 32 (011 411 211 24 32 from US)
FAX #: 01 / 221 23 22 (011 411 221 23 22 from US)

P.OBox CH-8021
Dr. C. Egloff Ph.D.
Energetics use excellent packing methods.
This reliable source has a limited inventory of anabolics and accessory drugs. Some athletes claim smart drugs. Large selection of non body building medications such as pain killers, muscle
Large mail order operation. Many body building products such as wide selection of steroids and
Alin
VH
Located in Lithuania, some of the best prices on the Internet.

http://www.redicat.com
or
RediCat

17 Liquid Dianabol generic
1 x 25 mg
$6

12 Stromba Tabs generic
100 x 5 mg
$40

9 Anadrol 50 generic
100 x 50 mg
$125

3 **********   ********  *********** ****

2 Clomid Anfarm
24 x 50 mg
$40

1 Clenbuterol Pharmachim
100 x 0.02 mg
$45

pan>

+20 box = $14 per box

CYNOMEL T3 50tabs 25mcg/tab
                            = $16 per box

NOVALDEX 30tabs 10mg/tab
                     = $45

400+ amp
   $4

50+ amp
   $8.5

100+ amp
   $8

50+ amp
   $6

100+ amp
   $11

200+ amp
   $8

80+ box
   = $7 per box

50+ box
   = $8 per box

400+ tabs
   = $225 per 80tabs

50+ box
   = $13 per box

400+ amp
   $7

100+ amp
   $9

ALL price are in US DOLLAR, if you have another money in your country, just convert.

Gehrkes Brazilian Source gehrkes@zaz.com.br

Going to EDIT->PREFERENCES and then clicking on the ADVANCED tab. Click on MANUAL CONNECTION to good places to do this are http://www.silentsurf.com and http://www.the-cloak.com. You can also do

2. Change the address you use to receive your gear.

1. Get all drugs out of your house.

With all the busts going down lately and the beefed up taskforces that federal and state
governments have created to handle internet related crime there is a good chance that one day your
obtain anabolics from foreign mail order and then sell them domestically at a 15-20% mark up.

17 day!

answer is no. A frugal athlete will take 20cc's of Tornel test over 10 amps of Testoviron any

Enanthate for example. You can get a 10 cc multi use vial of 200mg per cc from Tornel or Brovel

Domestic mail order often is much cheaper than foreign mail order. Domestic mail order usually
consider yourself very lucky. There are several advantages to domestic mail order. First and

If you are one of the few athletes that obtain your anabolics from a genuine domestic source,

By all means, if you choose to pursue this type of mail order, make sure you have tested and are

hands from there. The return address on the package is never legible for the purchaser to figure

Another type of mail order that exists is the middleman-in-country setup. The operator advertises

the source disappears.

of such an outfit with a small order and then only order as much as you can afford to lose when
are ever revealed, the players basically vanish. In country mail order is hit or miss. Avoid
Farmlette Customers report that source sells counterfeits and fakes.

"chosto@hotmail.com" Customers reporting that they never received goods.

They are not receiving their paid-for goods. Comptroller isn't answering the allegations.

Not true. The "Hulkster" gave his endorsement to "Mr. Musclehead" and advertised his services.

Mr. Musclehead This is the quickest scam I've seen done. This is the source that made trouble for customers that reside outside the U.S. report no problems.

D.Young - Dewitt Young - d_young@hotmail.com Mail troubles to U.S. - Extremely forgetful. However, "Mr. Musclehead" does not respond.

Rob O - Robert Orlando - "r_orlando@hotmail.com" SCAM ARTIST/RIP

P.O.Box 447

Busted? I'm not sure.

1662 Powell Rd. Camden NY

abs4ever@hotmail.com - Same person as Fatfree

peterm5@hotmail.com

Long Island Area

AKA

jimhhh@flashmail.com

I'm pretty sure this guy is Haldun, again

7001A NE 219th ST

dmms69@hotmail.com

rogue250@hotmail.com

peetie69@opermail.com

Make sure that is the exact web address and email

Paco or Jason Sylvester

dickpackwood@hotmail.com

PMB 126, Hanover, Pa., 17331

SAO JOSE DOR, BRAZIL

AUTO RIO PRETO-CEP

147 e. 7th ave york,pa 17404

advertises "ARATEST-LEGIT"

Hermanpeabody

20012

Ironman346@hotmail.com

cybertronix1@webtv.net

BIGGAINS@HUSHMAIL

BigGxxx@hotmail.com

FarmAsia - Still flagged by customs.

scammed, as reported, 7 different people for large amounts

He uses the alias Jason Whitman and xlittlemanx

jsummers99@hotmail.com

ADDED 11.12.99

Joe Costanza

Des Moines, IA

source4gear@hushmail.com

Buckmaster MSC

EUROTRASH777@YAHOO.COM

7.17.2K

Imposter

soloviking@operamail.com

Anabolics & Other Pharms

www.angelfire.com/yt2/infinitron/index.html

asiella@asiella.com

**Note: We have been getting a lot of complaints about Pharmasia. Apparently this known scammer is still in business.

Jason Cook

Resides in Massachusetts.

majorguns21@operamail.com

K2A 4E2

PO Box 23056

Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada

gearxiv@ziplip.com- IMPOSTER

conanguerro@yahoo.com- IMPOSTER

2500 E. Imperial Highway #201

PMB154

Sustanon@usa.net

Supply73@hotmail.com

Supermassa@hotmail.com

steroid_delivery@hotmail.com

source14@hotmail.com

SimianPiper@yahoo.com

shescreamsalot@yahoo.com

RoidBoy27@Hotmail.com

rizzla78@hotmail.com

Raginbull2@hotmail.com

Pumped@operamail.com

PowerMark47@Hotmail.com

Porcini@hotmail.com

PimpDaddyOnWax@webtv.net

pharma@telebot.pop.net

peckflex2000@hushmail.com

Ozroidz@hotmail.com

Omnadrenz@wp.pl

Neverfwaeriamhere@juno.com

mobio@ziplip.com

Mexman@operamail.com

Mexgear@operamail.com

mclean@jump.net

littlemanintheboat@hushmail.com

Lastphans@hotmail.com

krentzgroup@gmx.co.uk

Kenexus@yahoo.com

juicerlist@planet-save.com

Juicemonkey54@operamail.com

Juicemixer@hotmail.com

Jml66@hotmail.com

Jerry232@hotmail.com

Ipharmacy@hotmail.com

IGear@mail.com

haldun#@hotmail.com

Gottajuice@hushmail.com

flexwheeler@hotmail.com

Fireplug@eudoramail.com

Fatfree69@yahoo.com

Eurodrug2220@hotmail.com

Dwr898@megahertz.njit.edu

Domesticsource@operamail.com

doc@sustanon.as

Dmms69@hotmail.com

Derage@hotmail.com

dbol8@yahoo.com

Covertiskey@excite.com

coolhandluk@hushmail.com

Cmendoza@deal-maker.com

buffstud@hushmail.com

buddypl@box43.gnet.pl

bossbroome@hotmail.com

Biggains@hushmail.com

Bflaw1@hotmail.com

Benexports@Aol.com

B_Rodenbaugh@yahoo.com

auto190088@hushmail.com

Anon73@hushmail.com

Anadrol-50@webtv.net

Anabol_50@webtv.net

admin4bio@hushmail.com

Abs4ever@hotmail.com

SOURCES TO AVOID
CyberMedRX.com (busted by customs)

testy2000@hushmail.com colski@hotmail.com
testy2000@yahoo.com

Andreas Berger
Mardis Gras
report them to me.
These sources have been busted, and accused of being steroid dealers. If you have anymore, please

Portsmouth, NH
1500 A. Lafayette Rd.
D.Q. #PMB341
neverfeariamhere@juno.com
steroiddelivery@hotmail.com
Washington
rxman99@aol.com
Whitby, Ontario, Canada
106 Brock St., Suite 111
prowler_100@hotmail.com
San Jose or Rio Preto, Brazil
Alessandro Peres Fabarro
P.O. Box 3524
D. Quarrells
predatormuscle@hotmail.com
connection40@hotmail.com
Fieldale, South Virginia and Roanoke, South Virginia. South Virginia might be an area to avoid.

juicaholic@aol.com
parabolanum@hotmail.com
Freddy Delt
cypionate200@yahoo.com
freakymuscle@yahoo.com
jeremii@friko3.onet.pl
109 Prospect St.
Chad Propper
ritchofen@aol.com
kona1@hotmail.com
Napanee, Ontario, Canada
124 Centre N.
P.O.Box #55
offline@yahoo.com
access4all@hotmail.com
Florissant, MO
14714 Rue Paradisse
raceboy7@hotmail.com
getbig@compuserve.com
Lugoff, SC
P.O. Box 1012
Dave
ecn@ecn.net

Jarl Age Annonsen
vikingpower22@hotmail.com
bountyhunter4u2@hotmail.com
Hopewell, VA
Shawn Hendricks
sustaman@yahoo.com
P.O. Box 485
Bill Simmonds
smokejumpper@hotmail.com
Toledo, OH
2932 Lambert Dr., Suite 206
Dave
edwardomian@hotmail.com
Duncan, OK
Joe Woods
jerky18@hotmail.com
rwholt@hotmail.com
Dos Que bradas
Zaguan de las Villas
Casa 22, Manzana 1
ganabol@rocketmail.com
fatfree69@yahoo.com
W. Newbury, MA
Tony Small
domesticsource@yahoo.com
Older scammers from the Monster Scammer List
Geigy, Australia, vet)
dieselpowergym@hotmail.com
sust101@hotmail.com
http://www.angelfire.com/biz2/medications4u/
medications4u@hotmail.com
"Growth Hormone"
ipharmacy@hotmail.com
58502-232ipharmacy@hotmail.com
Bismarck, North Dakota
P.O. Box 232
priest__lee@hotmail.com
LA 70065
PMB#286 4041 Williams Blvd Ste A-9 Kenner
Linx Marketing and Advertising
Gear33@hushmail

Bielsko-Biala Poland - Someone reported that he did not send about $500 worth of gear with no help
Jonb@box43.Gnet
Piotr Bortliczek
Address: Suite 375, 15 Albert Avenue, Broadbeach Qld 4218
justgrow@hotmail.com
ADDED 9.9.99
bagatelle@portugalmail.pt - Customs Automatic Seizure List now!!! Portugal.
PANAMA, REPUBLICA DE PANAMA
ZONA 9 A, CARRASQUILLA
ENTREGA GENERAL
dyoung@info.net
Roberto Olivera Brazil
Also goes by Covertiskey@excite.com, Danko and others. Do not send money to Oshkosh, WI
Fortitude
money to G. Gill 143, 6832 King George HWY Surrey, BC V3W-4Z9 CANADA
him know how much we like scammers. 106 BROCK ST. S. SUITE 111 WHITBY,ONTAIRO,CANADA L1N 4J8
Prowler_100@hotmail.com sent out samples of DNP but is a huge scam. Feel free to write him and let
Orlando, FL
anabol_50@web.tv.net
Netherlands
Peter Corneliusstraat 9
syborg@operamail.com
misterbig@hotmail
bigbear@hotmail
steroid_delivery@hotmail
becomebig@hotmail.com
Av. das Americas 4430
Banco Do Brasil
Porto 4100
Av. Brasil 648
Banco Portugues Do Atlantico
Western Union to:
Bruno Ferraz
surfistaxxx@hotmail.com
Ontario, Canada
Robert Leighton
monstrous44@hotmail.com
Springfield, MA
or
Jonny Johnson
bigpatel@hotmail.com
Port Coquitlam, BC Canada
Dave Krall
Mo Ghailan
roids4sale@usa.net
Bismark, ND
P.O. Box ???
Kim
anon@hotmail.com
anon@hushmail.com
ECPharma
North Vancouver, BC, Canada
718-333 Brooksbank Ave.
Suite #106
Building
Keven672@hotmail.com
Vancouver, WA
11505 NE Fourthplain Rd.
Suite f-1 pmb 201
ADCO
adco70@hotmail.com
ganabol@hotmail
Canada
N2N 3G2
P.O. Box 34021
ADDED 8.18.99
T.J.
Http://www.angelfire.com/ca/Number1Products/index.html
European Steroids Web Site:
Email: Steroidsup@hotmail.com or Email: SteroidEurope@hotmail.com
Sports Supplements, Box 5098, Bonneyville, AB, Canada T9N 2G3
Gena Pharm, Austin Texas (((Busted)))
FAKE DEALERS, PRODUCTS WITH NO ACTIVE INGREDIENT
UN Trust, Gibraltar (((Being watched by FEDS)))
Sustanon, Elitefitness member, E-mail: sustanon@usa.net
PRIMEK, Elitefitness member, E-mail: primek@free.polbox.pl
Also at, 1175 University Ave, Montreal Quebec
SafeHouse encrypted volumes can range in size from 1 Kilobyte to 2 Gigabytes. The only limitation SafeHouse provides transparent "on-the-fly" encryption for your notebook or desktop personal safety and security of your data due to being overwhelmed by cumbersome security software.

One way of avoiding cookies (if you use Netscape) is to write protect the file called http://www.pgp.net/pgpnet/pgp-faq/ and can be customized by the user to work with other 32 bit Internet software which uses permission and spy out information that big brother wants to know. Not all cookies are bad; some are harmless and even helpful. Many web sites remember logins and passwords using harmless cookies.

This should tell you that many cookies are something to avoid. They are an invasion of your desires. In order to prevent cookies from being stored and sent back to web sites the user must set an...

There has been a lot of coverage in the press about cookies and potential privacy issues. The main

Cookies are small pieces of data that are sent from a web site to your computer on your first visit using your web browser. The data that is stored is then sent back to the web site every...

While PGP is easy to use, it does give you enough rope so that you can hang yourself. You should encrypt your e-mail for the same reason that you don't write all of your correspondence world would be able to recover the original text.

Authentication of messages. The public key algorithm used is RSA, which is considered impossible authentication of messages. The public key algorithm used is RSA, which is considered impossible

Information on-line, as well as to promote responsibility in new media.

Getting to your personal HoTMaiL is as simple as browsing to http://www.hotmail.com HoTMaiL is a Web site on the World Wide...

Sealed First class mail first passes through US Customs, where it may be passed, detained or transit. Have your supplier first group together ampules in sets of ten and place an elastic band...

If you have a choice as to how the package will be shipped, always choose standard airmail. It

Contact Info:

Edwin M. Lichten, M.D.

Suite 110

Baxamed Medical Center

Swiss Rejuvenation provides testosterone, HCG and HGH replacement therapy. Swiss Rejuvenation clinic@swissrejuvenation.com Freestore, Bahamas

LIFE EXTENSION CENTERS
The Ten Most Common Errors Made with Anabolic Steroids

1. USING THE WRONG ROUTE: Many athletes who use steroid injectables are at risk of developing skin irritation, abscesses, or infection at the injection site. Oral steroids have no such problems.

2. USING THE WRONG QUANTITY: Many athletes who use oral steroids are at risk of developing stomach irritation, gastrointestinal problems, or possible liver-related problems. Injectable steroids have no such problems.

3. THE NEVER-ENDING CYCLE: In many cases, an athlete will simply ignore warnings of side effects and keep stacking, thinking it keeps working. Stacking, as it is called, is not recommended. First, it is not wise to use more than one highly androgenic product at a time. Injectable steroids are a better choice in most cases as they do not put undue stress on the liver, kidneys, or even disease of those organs. Aromatizing effects, or the conversion of steroids to estrogen, are constantly the subject of error. The possibility of developing further aromatizing effects and unwanted estrogen side effects are real. In fact, it may be very difficult to avoid these problems.

4. Failing to stack steroids properly: Many athletes who use anabolic steroids for prolonged periods of time. Furthermore, they do not take full advantage of the stacking advantages and disadvantages of oral steroids versus injectable steroids. Finally, it is important to understand how to stack and cycle multiple anabolics for short time periods in order to maximize the stacking advantages. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

5. Evidence supports a much longer off cycle period that allows the body to return to normal and balance begins to return to normal after 6 to 8 weeks of a particular steroid's use. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

6. Evidence supports a much longer off cycle period that allows the body to return to normal and balance begins to return to normal after 6 to 8 weeks of a particular steroid's use. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

7. Evidence supports a much longer off cycle period that allows the body to return to normal and balance begins to return to normal after 6 to 8 weeks of a particular steroid's use. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

8. USING THE WRONG STEROIDS: Many athletes increase the risk of side effects by using the wrong steroids. Though many patients who took anabolic and androgenic steroids for prolonged periods of time. Furthermore, they do not take full advantage of the stacking advantages and disadvantages of oral steroids versus injectable steroids. Finally, it is important to understand how to stack and cycle multiple anabolics for short time periods in order to maximize the stacking advantages. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

9. Evidence supports a much longer off cycle period that allows the body to return to normal and balance begins to return to normal after 6 to 8 weeks of a particular steroid's use. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.

10. Evidence supports a much longer off cycle period that allows the body to return to normal and balance begins to return to normal after 6 to 8 weeks of a particular steroid's use. These facts should be done before starting a new cycle. This test should confirm that all levels are back to normal. Interpretation. If this blood test shows elevated serum levels, it might justify ending the cycle. This holds true for both steroid users and non-users alike.
that level on a 2 on, 2 off cycle for 2 weeks.

+ Cyclofenil use ceased on Friday of week 11.
+ Clomid starts Friday of week 9.
+ HCG should be injected on Thursday of week 9.
+ Cyclofenil dosage upped on Monday of week 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Proviron</th>
<th>Phosphatidylersine</th>
<th>Cyclofenil</th>
<th>DHEA</th>
<th>HCG</th>
<th>Clomid</th>
<th>Clenbuterol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80-120MCG</td>
<td>800MG/day</td>
<td>200MG/day</td>
<td>250MG/day</td>
<td>5000iu</td>
<td>100MG/day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take them all with fluid after meals. And be sure to drink one hell of a lot of distilled water.

Intake of all substances up into equal doses in the day to ensure even levels in the blood and to

(this is a given at all times) and it is a good idea to up your intake of anti-oxidants in

Some notes to keep in mind when using this formula. Always take a good vitamin and mineral pack

1.5 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight before you add any.

diet journals and determine what our new maintenance calorie level should be. Be sure to use your

receptors are suddenly freed and the unusually high levels of cortisone are free to break down

fat burning results.

a dose of 20mcg per day and working up to 80-120mcg, depending on how much you feel you can take

drop the dose of Clomid to 50mg a day on the Wednesday. By now the testosterone levels in your

levels are still very high. This shifts the androgen to estrogen ratio in favor of the estrogens

Assuming you are coming off of an eight or ten week cycle, you should have started tapering the

chances of increased performance are greatly increased in your favor. The key is all in the

but several, which all act synergistically or together. By solving all of these problems together,

likely to work for the average bodybuilder using steroids. I am by no means saying this is the be

deal of time addressing this situation and attempting to find a solution. After a great deal of

Bonus Report: The Gains Keeper Formula

Stromba Tabs Winthrop B; Sterling-Health HU, CZ
Cetabon Tabs Therapharma Thailand
Winstrol V Winthrop US; Upjohn US
Stromba Sterling Research GB
Stanosus Jurox Australia
Virormone Ferring GB
Test. propionate Eifelango G
Testosterona Brovel MX
Testosterona Sopharma BG
Tepro Hormone Virbac Australia
Primoteston Depot Schering MX, GB, NO
Testosterona Ultra Dispert Labs Brazil
Testo-La Jurox Australia
Oreton Methyl Schering US
Metil Testosteron Terapia Rumania
Hormobin Sahin TK
Vebonol Ciba-Geigy G, CH, Australia
Ganabol Lab. VM, Colombia, Panama, Ecuador, DR, Bolivia, Peru Chile, Venezuela
Equipose Solvay Vet. CN, US
Equi-gan Tornel MX
Crecibol Unimed MX
Boldebal-H Ilium Australia
Equipose Manufacturer

Durabolin Opopharma CH, Pliva YU
Pronabol-5 P&B Labs India
Metanabol Polfa PL
Encephan Sato Japan
Ammipire Ammipire Thailand
Dianabol Manufacturer
Turinabol Depot Jenapharm BG, CZ
Retabolil Gedeon Richter HU, BG
Nandrolona (vet.) Alfasan Holland
Jebolan Etem TK
Decandrolen Denkall Labs Australia
Andriol Ravasini I
Andriol Manufacturer
Oxandrin Btg US
Anadur Eczacibasi TK
Anador Pharmacia FR
Synasteron Sarva B
Oxymetholone Han Seo Korea
Oxylone Duopharm Malaysia
Anapolon 50 Syntex MX, GB

Drug Quest boasts. A package of a small amount of overseas drugs seized by the government is "less ominous" than

U.S. Food and Drug Administration officials warn that buying drugs from overseas is dangerous.

The ringleader, from Britain, got away and is still at large.

"The cans were factory-sealed. They were the weight grape leaves should be," Martinez said.

Concealed in other packages were thousands of tranquilizers, sleeping pills and painkillers such

through JFK last year.

His inspectors at JFK Airport last year seized 3,611 packages of illegally purchased drugs, many

"We're doing as many inspections as we can. But we've been deluged," said Customs Commissioner Ray

advertise on the Internet. But it's a losing battle, officials admit.

Customs officials are scrambling to keep pace with the explosion in black-market steroids and

Bonus Section - New York Post Newspaper article – Foreign Steroids Flood JFK
is much more benign. In a future newsletter issue, I'll have Bill Roberts expand on this subject.

In the metabolic sense, growth hormone is anabolic. It produces a significant increase in protein synthesis. It is a transforming factor for the cells of the body. It would stimulate the same anabolic receptor, but it wouldn't cause any of the side effects. Both of those things, unless it happens on fat cells, too.

Injectable, once-a-year growth vaccines—two are being worked on. One vaccine inhibits glucose indicator for readings under 120 dl/ml. I wouldn't try this stack. We don't have a formula for the reduction of insulin when using these insulin synergists. Half the usual dose? Less/more?

A few hundred tablets of metformin.